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Four times faster than a conventional micrometer

Since 1937, Mitutoyo has led the world in micrometer innovation, steadily developing improvements in precision, durability and design. Now, Mitutoyo introduces the QuantuMike® – a quantum leap in micrometer technology and performance.

2mm Feed – Per Revolution. The QuantuMike’s® patented spindle feed design radically improves measurement speed, repeatability and productivity: spindle positioning time is slashed 60%; overall measuring time is cut 35%. This break-through micrometer also offers the industry’s highest accuracy at ±1μm/.00005”, Digimatic® display, IP65 coolant protection, and SPC output for Measurlink® data connectivity.

The QuantuMike® is the micrometer reinvented, and the micrometer experience perfected. Cutting-edge innovation and precision. Just what you’d expect from Mitutoyo - the world leader in metrology instruments.

Visit www.mitutoyo.com for more information.

Mitutoyo America Corporation
965 Corporate Boulevard
Aurora, Illinois 60502
1-888-MITUTOYO (1-888-648-8869)

Precision is our Profession
CMM • VISION • FORM & FINISH • PRECISION TOOLS & INSTRUMENTS • DATA MANAGEMENT
Revolutionizing Machine Tool Calibration

Volumetric Error Compensation (VEC) for machine tools, a service offered exclusively from Automated Precision, Inc., will improve accuracy and greatly reduce the downtime required for calibration. With VEC you will spend less time qualifying, and more time cutting good parts.

Until now, performing volumetric compensation on machine tools could take days to complete, resulting in significant lost revenue from machine downtime. In addition, the accuracies that could be achieved were affected by the changes in ambient temperature that occurred during these lengthy measurements.

Volumetric Error Compensation (VEC), can do the job in mere hours instead of days, greatly reducing the influence of thermal drift. Contact API today and achieve less down time, greater accuracy, and increased productivity with API's VEC.

Save Money and Keep Machines Running Accurately with API

XD Laser System from API

The XD™ Laser from API has the ability to measure all axis errors of a machine tool simultaneously. Measurement is accomplished in a fraction of the time needed by traditional laser set-ups. The XD™ Laser provides fast, accurate measurement of machine positioning capability to allow complete machine assessment with 80% less downtime. Simultaneous measurement produces a true picture of all axis errors not possible with single parameter systems.

The XD6™ is the only laser measurement system to provide “roll” measurement around an axis automatically along with linearity, X & Y straightness, pitch and yaw measurements. Complete measurement of all 21 error parameters of the work area enables users to dramatically reduce bad parts and prolong the useful life of their machining centers.

Automated Precision Inc. www.apisensor.com
15000 Johns Hopkins Drive, Rockville, Maryland 20850
ph: 800-537-2720 fx: 301-990-8648
info@apisensor.com